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Table 1 ????????―??? 
 ?????? ??  ? ? 
?? 
?  51  82 133 
?  31  41  72 
?  53  39  92 
?? 135 162 297 





?? 1????????? 6?????????? 1
??: ??????????(?????????????
?????????)?? 2 ??: ????????(???
??????)?? 3 ??: ??????????(????
???????????????)?? 4 ??: ?????
?????(?????????????????????
?)?? 5 ??: ??????????(????????





??) × ??(??) × ??(???)????????
????????????????????????























Figure 1? ????????(1: ??5: ?) 
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Table 2 ????????????? 
1 2 3 4 5 6
?????????????????? .82 .11 .11 .15 .06 .05 .71
?????????????????? .81 .01 .09 .25 .00 .13 .78
????????????? .73 -.02 .31 .00 .24 -.09 .70
??????????????????? .55 .10 -.01 .44 .20 .26 .61
???????????? .53 .34 .14 .19 -.02 -.08 .46
????????????????????? .45 .38 .18 .35 -.07 .04 .51
????????????????????? .42 .29 .16 .30 -.09 .19 .42
????? .09 .77 .01 -.08 .14 .11 .63
????? .07 .68 .01 .07 .26 .17 .56
??????? .21 .65 -.02 .24 .26 .03 .59
?????????????? .09 .64 .44 .22 -.15 .14 .69
?????????????? .00 .49 .30 .05 .02 .33 .44
??????????????? .21 .06 .85 .05 .24 -.02 .84
?????????????????????? .13 .05 .79 .16 .19 .01 .70
??????????????? .25 .17 .76 .19 .12 .12 .73
?????????????????? .27 -.06 .12 .77 .03 -.04 .68
????????????????????? .32 .12 .15 .66 -.08 .07 .59
????????????????? .01 .33 .07 .66 .32 -.09 .66
??????????????????????? .56 .07 .12 .57 .07 .08 .66
????????????? -.06 .09 .24 .10 .73 .15 .63
??????? .18 .13 .01 -.01 .72 -.15 .59
??????????? -.03 .17 .22 .16 .68 .32 .66
?????????? .32 .13 .40 -.15 .56 -.22 .66
????? -.07 .05 .06 .13 .48 .67 .71
??????? .04 .19 -.08 -.06 -.04 .66 .48
??????? .29 .22 .17 .01 -.06 .51 .43
??? 3.72 2.80 2.77 2.56 2.55 1.68
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Table 3 ????????? 
 
????? ?? ? ? 
?? 
? 26 37  63 
? 21 20  41 
? 18 21  39 
?? 65 78 143 
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Figure 3 ?????????? 
 
?? × ???????(F(1, 142) = 5.79, p < .05)??
? × ?? × ???????(F(2, 142) = 3.48, p 
< .05)???????????? × ?? × ???3?
????????????????????????
??????? × ??(p < .001)????????? 

















?????(F (1,137) = 3.06, p < .10)????? ? 
?? ? ???????(F (2,137) = 2.48, p < .10)?
????????????? × ?? × ??? 3 ??
????????????????????????
?????? × ??(p < .01)???????????
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Investigation of Japanese self-effacement:  
The speaker’s motive of spouse-effacement and receiver’s impression and reply 
 
Chie YOSHITOMI(Graduate School of Human Science, Osaka University) 
 
In this paper, a new concept of spouse-effacement is examined based on some questionnaires. As often seen in 
Japanese daily communication, Japanese people present with humility not only themselves but also their family, i.e. 
a spouse, child, relatives and so on. The self-effacement of Japanese people is well known and has been examined so 
far. However, spouse-effacement has not been studied sufficiently. The motive for spouse-effacement is examined 
using factor analysis. The response to spouse-effacement is examined using categorical analysis. The impression of 
spouse-effacement is examined compared with self-effacement using variance analysis with variables, i.e. age, sex, 
knowledge, personality and so on. 
 
Keywords: self-effacement, spouse-effacement, reply of receiver, motive of spouse-effacement. 
